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a cream ield layered with deep aqua leur de lis, the proile low… so low 
that the last bit of sitting down was more like a fall than a sit. The couch 
was not legged but wheeled, so its underside was only a few inches from 
the pergo loor. I was lying on the ground along and parallel to the back 
of the couch, on my side so that I was facing the space underneath, and 
I watched the couch give birth to the baby. There was no struggle. Head 
crowned, shoulders smoothly appeared next, the baby dangling there 
upside-down in the space, the sun shining on the loor from behind. 

I was my age but moving into a dorm-like apartment with at least three 
other people, all boys, all people I didn’t know. Wherever I was, I was 
meant to be a teacher there. I get to one of the bedrooms after wander-
ing for some reason I don’t remember through the rest of the space (it 
was ill-deined, the kitchen not a kitchen or next to anything it should be 
next to, and then in a different spot when I got to it again) and ind that 
they’ve already chosen who I will share the room with and he has already 
unpacked and set up a full wall of bookshelves to hold all his disorganized 
and ugly stuff. They have also already unpacked my books and put them on 
the shelf in an order that I would not have chosen if I had been allowed 
to do it myself. I turn to confront them and they have all gone translucent, 
impossible to face or to blame. 

The baby slips gently under the water in the bathtub and I return to the 
scene after too long.

The baby is left in her car-seat-carrier behind the Chevy Explorer and I 
am both backing up the car and standing outside the car watching as she 
is crushed. 

The father, while holding the baby, takes the stairs down from our apart-
ment too quickly and she lies out of his arms and crashes against the 
facing wall of the landing. 

I come into the room to ind the hinged-jawed cat’s teeth sunk circularly 
into the face of the baby. 

Somehow the too-small-to-hold-her-head-up baby climbs out of the infant 
tub that’s perched on the counter and slithers with some force from 
there down to the vintage tile loor. 

I wake up in the bedroom that was mine from ages seven to ifteen and 
I am late for school. I can’t dress right in this rush, having to settle for 
athletic shorts and a tank top. I can’t get breakfast to go as it should. I 
have to push my way through the shoulder-high grass clippings that ill the 
street for all ive blocks between my house and Helen Estock Elementary; 
I sweat for the effort it takes and this makes the grass stick to all of my 
exposed skin. It turns out I work in the ofice. It turns out I am teaching
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Me: Disappear? 
Dad: Mostly yelling at my mom. I mean, neither of them were angels, that’s 
for sure.
Me: Nobody’s an angel.

The First Six Photos on the Stack in a Cigar Box

(Back) Min— This is a beautiful picture. I will have one made up in colors 
and send it to you later. Best Regards from a hard-working hag [bag?], Sam

Raw Material/Quitters of the Pale, Paternal Grandfather’s Side

[Thank you, Ron my cousin once-or-twice-removed, from whom I deeply 
borrow here.]
Gittel/Gertrude hired “Cossacks” to get her family (seven children) out 
of Kishinev due to lack of work and harassment. The family was “carried” 
across the river overnight to Romania. Then Rotterdam, New York  
1900, inally Chicago. She peddled linens and jewelry. Second husband, 
Aaron, reported to be a kind man. 
   Son Lieber/Louis had two children (Eva and Joseph) with Sonia/Sophie.  
   Still in Chicago in 1930 census, listed occupation as driver of a milk  
   wagon (horses). Later owned a gas station. Never legally married (?), he 
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This Is the Story You Know

We begin by watching a person walk through somewhere ordinary for 
them but interesting for us, and listening to them think. Their thoughts 
are unrelated to the complicated vista they pass through, and are a bit off-
kilter (quirky, though we hate to even think that word as it asks too little 
of both us and the person we’re watching, this person we’re already being 
asked to stay with a while), or at least thoughts we would never have had 
ourselves. We note this as we read the irst paragraph: This is a mind that 
works differently than mine. The story allows the interior and exterior 
worlds in conlict and in combination to tell us something small but new,  
something we have not entered a story through before. And yet we still 
feel that this way in is familiar. We are not without signage we recognize, 
we are not completely unmoored. 
    This person is just that, we are made to realize through a slight shift 
in their actions, a literal or symbolic corner turn that merits a new para-
graph. This person is a person. Human, though we’re not fond of this word 
either, the way it presages a tender meaning we’re a little too knowing 
to undividedly accept. This story will of course assign a gender, single or 
compound as needed, because it makes the pronouns much less clunky 
to apply. But it will not insist, here at the beginning, such things matter so 
much that us readers should peer through only that ilter. This person is 
what they’re thinking right now, not what someone else in the story might 

see if they passed him or her or they while headed in the other direction, 
registering their appearance for a moment before forgetting them entirely. 
    If this was a different story, we might leave our person and start following 
this new one instead. 
    Here, maybe the story gets a little frustrating. The way is lost, briely. We 
readers need to really connect, hunker down, to stop being distracted by 
the broader scene. We need speciics in order to allow ourselves to feel the 
weight of the universal. (We don’t know why. We may not even recognize 
that this is so. But we feel it, we feel it when it happens right.) So here: Down 
Hill Street in downtown Los Angeles, past ten-dollar parking lots canyoning 
between buildings and the caution-taped lower entrance of Angels’ Flight, 
along the coffee-and-oyster edge of Grand Central Market; of the last 
conversation with their mother and the way they reported it to a newish 
friend afterwards, this way that initially seemed quietly observant, empathetic, 
relective, but now feels ungenerous and driven by an until-now unacknowl-
edged fear of their genetic inheritance. Or: Down a boulevard lined with 
shingled houses in all the shades of brown that could possibly exist, August-
baked South Pasadena, its trees and its acute leaf-dappled sidewalk shadows, 
the stroll performed to borrow the buzzing energy of a neighborhood trying 
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curated with Gretchen Henderson 1 2 17
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The images on the preceeding pages appear in the order I took or made them. 
Where the spread ends up looking attractive or purposefully arranged, thank 
goodness for happy accidents. Images are primarily of things I made, taken on the 
day I inished. Several photos -are- the inished object themselves. A very few are 
process/progress markers.
 The writing is in all cases an excerpt of something larger that I “inished” on 
the day it is dated. 
 Unless noted on the photo itself or in the notes below, all work in the images 
is my own.

In the following notes, speciic images are indicated as follows: 
[page number], tl or tr or bl or br (top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right)

Page 9, tl: This is a process photo, marking the irst day I started thinking about  
the actual book design for my main sabbatical project, Prosopography: 

Souvenir Views.

9, bl: The orange image in this collage is a magniied sample of Siberian pine  
tree rings, photo by Dee Breger, originally published in Columbia University 
alumni magazine.

11, tr & bl: The center image on the bottom row of each of these photos 
collages bits of paintings of skin by Jane Lee, originally made for my artist’s ebook 
Skin Doll. These squares are for an illustration project for brevitymag.com that 
allowed/requested I repurpose older work. I hope Jane is ok with my borrowing. 

13, bl: The day I inished my quilt square to be included in the larger project I 
designed and co-curated with Gretchen Henderson, Unstitched States. 

15, tl: Just after I took this photo, I pulled this sweater out, so this is a not-inished 
project. Why waste pretty gray yarn on something that its poorly?

17: Here, each quilt square is from a separate contributor, listed in detail 
on unstitchedstates.com. I designed and constructed the “quilt” itself; its 
background is photos of a early-1900s crazy quilt I own.

18, tl: A irst foray into textile design with Carrie Hansen’s illustrations. We’ll be 
doing more of this together for Overlapping, my next project, developed almost 
accidentally during sabbatical. 

18, bl: I really wanted to inish this one last piece of knitting, but this is as far as I 
got before I went back to work.
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Finished projects 

Art of Text: Paper Reunion  2, br

Brevity Charm Pack, illustrations for brevitymag.com  11, tr & bl

Memorial Square, 2016  13, bl

Unstitched States digital quilt and web design  16, b; 17

Prosopography: Souvenir Views  18 & 19

Sabbatical Process Book  19, br; also, you’re holding it

Started projects, still in process 

Curation of ongoing Unstitched States digital quilt project with Gretchen 
Henderson  16, b; 17

Overlapping, a story quilt  1, br; 2, tr & bl

Related to creative work but unphotographable

Submitted to 20+ contests, calls for work, etc. So far : Semiinalist in the 
1913 Press Open Prose Book Prize; accepted artist for the January 2017 
issue of Brevity online magazine; declined by 16, waiting on six more
Personal website redesign 11 & 12 16
Started Etsy shop of handmade goods 9 16 16
Re-established Church of Craft after 2016 election, held meetings 11 11 
16 & 12 30 16

Books read (honestly, far fewer than I’d hoped to)

Bluets Maggie Nelson
H Is for Hawk Helen Macdonald
The Argonauts Maggie Nelson
How to Be a Victorian Ruth Goodman
I’m Supposed To Protect You from All This Nadja Spiegelman
The Baron In the Trees Italo Calvino
Jane Eyre Charlotte Bronte
Wide Sargasso Sea Jean Rhys
Thunder & Lightning Lauren Redniss
The Handmaid’s Tale Margaret Atwood
I’m Very Into You Kathy Acker & McKenzie Wark
Egg & Spoon Gregory Maguire
Goodnight Punpun vol. 1 Inio Asano

Books read to develop new class

Carnet de Voyage Craig Thompson
Pyongyang: A Journey in North Korea Guy Delisle
A Dangerous Woman: A Graphic Bio of Emma Goldman Sharon Rudahl
The Beats: A Graphic History Harvey Pekar & Paul Buhle
Burma Chronicles Guy Delisle
The 9/11 Report: A Graphic Adaptation Sid Jacobson & Ernie Colon
Trinity: Graphic History of the First Atomic Bomb Jonathan Fetter-Vorm
Are You My Mother? A Comic Drama Allison Bechdel
Blankets Craig Thompson
The Photographer Emmanuel Guibert, Didier Lefevre, Frederic Lemercier
Waltz with Bashir Ari Folman & David Polonsky

Books listened to while knitting/making

The Underground Railroad Colson Whitehead
Twelve Years a Slave Solomon Northrup
A Room of One’s Own Virginia Woolf
Americanah Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
My Brilliant Friend Elena Ferrante
Moonglow Michael Chabon
Hagseed Margaret Atwood
Delicious Foods James Hannaham

Books perused

The Modern Natural Dyer Kristine Vejar
Textiles Now Drusilla Cole
Dancing at the Louvre: Faith Ringgold’s French Collection and Other  
   Story Quilts Dan Cameron et al.
Progressive Quilt Setsuko Segawa
Quilts in a Material World: Selections from the Winterthur Collection  
  Linda Eaton
Quilts, 1700-2010: Hidden Histories, Untold Stories Sue Prichard editor
Treasury of American Quilts Cyril I. Nelson & Carter Houck
Unconventional & Unexpected: American Quilts Below the Radar  
  Roderick Kiracofe
Crazy Quilts: History, Technique, Motifs Cindy Brick
American Folk Art Quilts Maggi McCormick Gordon
Quilt National 2005 Quilt National Organization
Samplers from A to Z Pamela A. Parmal
The Quilts of Gee’s Bend John Beardsley et al.
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